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View Towards the East

When Chisinau was radically trans-
formed in the spirit of socialism after 
the Second World War, the planners 
followed the idea of not simply creating 
a new city, but a new society. In this 
issue, we present a guidebook on the 
Moldovan metropolis and its unique 
heritage and experience, as well as 
other titles on Central and Eastern 
Europe – a region that deserves our 
attention now more than ever.

See pages 3 and 16/17

Includes books by 
our Ukranian partner
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Dear readers,

Having intensive contact with Central and Eastern 
Europe, the Russian attack on Ukraine naturally 
came as a great shock to us, too. When the German 
Minister of Culture awarded DOM publishers the 
German Publishing Prize for the second time in 
May, we therefore immediately decided to use the 
prize money to support our Ukrainian authors, 
 photographers, and colleagues – among other things, 
by driving forward joint projects.

Starting on page 30, we'd like to introduce you to 
the head of our partner publishing house in Kyiv, 
Dana Pavlychko, who has had to flee to Germany with 
her  family. You can support Dana and her team by 
ordering one of Osnovy's great books directly from 
their online shop. Please find a selection from their 
publishing programme on pages 32/33.

Knowledge about Ukraine is more important than 
ever. Recently, our book Ukraine. Art for Architecture 
has been re-issued due to high demand. As  indicated 
above, we will continue to expand our books on 
Ukraine and the whole region in the near future. On 
pages  16/17,  you can find current titles on Central and 
Eastern Europe – including architectural guides on 
the Moldovan capital of Chisinau and on Tbilisi in 
Georgia – as well as some recommendations for this 
region from our backlist.   

If you want to stay up to date with our activities, 
I encourage you to follow us on social media and 
subscribe to our newsletter; you can do so at this link: 
dom-publishers.com/blogs/dom-blog/newsletter.

Yours,

 

Björn Rosen
Publishing Director



Chicago: Playground
of Great Architects
The American metropolis on the shores of Lake The American metropolis on the shores of Lake 
Michigan has amassed an unmatched collection of Michigan has amassed an unmatched collection of 
first-rate buildings since the late nineteenth century.first-rate buildings since the late nineteenth century.
In his new book, our author Vladimir Belogolovsky In his new book, our author Vladimir Belogolovsky 
gathers 100 outstanding structures from the past gathers 100 outstanding structures from the past 
decades. Here we present three examples.decades. Here we present three examples.
..
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FOSTER + PARTNER
The Apple Michigan Avenue Store by the 
London-based architectural practice 
was built in 2017. Its ultra-thin roof of 
lightweight carbon fibre with continu-
ous curved edges and corners is held up 
by four columns – two firmly encased 
in stone and two in steel cladding so 
slender that the flat, slatted ceilings of 
stained American white oak appear to 
float. The roof’s design evokes an over-
sized, horizontal iPhone or iPad.
     Our new guide looks at Chicago 
through the prism of Post-Modernism –
under the premise that this style did 
not cease to exist in the 1990s, but is, 
in fact, still with us today. Vladimir 
Belogolovsky's lavishly illustrated 
descriptions of 100 buildings from 1978 
to 2025 are supplemented by essays and 
interviews with Chicago architects such 
as Helmut Jahn and Jeanne Gang.
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Chicago 
Architectural Guide
A Critic's Guide to  
100 Post-Modern Buildings 
in Chicago from 1978 to 2025
Vladimir Belogolovsky
280 pp., 745 images, English
ISBN 978-3-86922-418-3
€38/$29.95
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REM KOOLHAAS
The McCormick Tribune Campus 
Center, the 2003 addition to the famed 
Mies van der Rohe-designed campus of 
the Illinois Institute of Technology (IIT), 
was a collaboration between the Dutch 
architect and Jeanne Gang, in partner-
ship with Holabird & Root and ARUP. 
The building – a strikingly vibrant con-
trast to IIT’s orderly lines and boxy min-
imalism – is cross-axial in design and 
consists of a network of interior streets 
and plazas that convey a feeling of an 
around-the-clock neighbourhood – a mi-
crocosm of commercial, entertainment, 
academic, and recreation activities.
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TADAO ANDO
Designed by the Pritzker Prize-winning 
Japanese architect, the new structure
of Wrightwood 659 – a private gallery 
for exhibitions on architecture and 
socially-engaging art – is hidden within 
the shell of what was a 1930 four-story, 
38-unit apartment building. The new 
‘building within a building’ of Ando’s 
trademark exposed concrete is pushed 
back to form a soaring three-story 
atrium where the gorgeous brick wall is 
celebrated as the key dramatic feature. 
Many independent experts agree that 
the building has the highest quality con-
crete ever achieved in America.
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Africa
The single volumes of our title  Sub-Saharan 
Africa. Archi tectural Guide on six different 
regions are finally avail able separately! 
 This is reason enough for a short journey 
through our Africa-related books, where 
you will find all the stories presented 
here and many more. Off we go from 
Tunis all the way to Johannesburg.

An Empowering Debut
This year’s Pritzker Prize winner, Francis 
Kéré, was born in Burkina Faso and grew up 
with many challenges. As a child he travelled 
nearly 40 kilometres (25 miles) to attend a 
school with poor lighting and ventilation. 
When he began to study architecture 
in Germany, he decided to reinvest his 
knowledge towards building a new school 
in his home village: Gando Primary School. 
Praised for its clay-earth hybrid construction, 
the project – Kéré's first building – was 
completed in 2001 and awarded the Aga 
Khan Award. More importantly, however, it 
became a landmark of  community pride.

A Religious Remnant
The arrival of Indians in Uganda in the late 
nineteenth century brought a major source of 
technical labour for the construction of the 
East African Railway, and during the process 
of colonisation, a second wave of Indians 
also found their way to Uganda – they 
were mostly troops, clerks, and artisans. 
Despite the expulsion of the Asian minority 
under dictator Idi Amin, Hindu temples of 
various sects are still common in Uganda’s 
major towns. The country’s oldest standing 
Hindu temple is the Shree Sanatan Dharma 
Mandala Temple in the capital city of 
Kampala, which was inaugurated in 1961.

Sub-Saharan Africa
Architectural Guide
Volume 2  
Western Africa:  
From the Atlantic Ocean  
to the Sahel
Edited by Philipp Meuser  
and Adil Dalbai
436 pp., 700+ images
978-3-86922-082-6
€38/$49.95

Another volume on Western Africa has 
been published: 

Volume 3. Western Africa: Along the  
Atlantic Ocean Coast
362 pp., 1,000+ images
978-3-86922-083-3
€38/$49.95

Another volume on Eastern Africa has 
been published:

Volume 4. Eastern Africa: From the Sahel  
to the Horn of Africa
404 pp., 650+ images
978-3-86922-084-0
€38/$49.95

Sub-Saharan Africa
Architectural Guide
Volume 5  
Eastern Africa:  
From the Great Lakes to  
the Indian Ocean
Edited by Philipp Meuser  
and Adil Dalbai
572 pp., 900+ images
978-3-86922-085-7
€38/$49.95

Also available in an English version 
containing further essays:

Theorising Architecture in  
Sub-Saharan Africa
304 pp., 320 images
978-3-86922-081-9
€28/$39.95

Architecture en 
Afrique 
Philipp Meuser 
256 pp., 430 img. 
978-3-86922-
257-8 (fr)
978-3-86922-
137-3 (ru)
€28/$39.95

A Megalomaniac Plan 
European colonialism gave birth to a series of 
utopian architectural ideas such as Herman 
Sörgel’s 1928 ‘Atlantropa project’, which 
may also have inspired megalomaniac dam 
projects in the Niger, Nile, and Zambezi rivers 
in the second half of the twentieth century. 
The German architect proposed a giant dam 
across the Strait of Gibraltar and between 
Sicily and Tunisia to lower the Mediterranean 
in order to connect Europe and Africa. The 
Atlantropa Institute remained in existence in 
Munich until 1960. It also drew up plans to 
irrigate the Sahara, including extending Lake 
Chad, and to flood the Congo Basin.

TOPOGRAPHY
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Sub-Saharan Africa
Architectural Guide
Volume 7  
Southern Africa:  
Between the Atlantic and 
Indian Oceans
Edited by Philipp Meuser  
and Adil Dalbai
496 pp., 800 images
978-3-86922-087-1
€38/$49.95

Tunis
Architectural Guide
Faouzia Ben Khoud
264 pp., 400 images
978-3-86922-676-7 (en)
978-3-86922-677-4 (fr)
€38/$49.95

Alexandria
Architectural Guide
Edited by Zeyad El Sayad 
and Dina S. Taha
336 pp., 420 images
978-3-86922-617-0
€38/$49.95

Sub-Saharan Africa
Architectural Guide
Volume 6  
Central Africa: From the 
Atlantic Ocean to the  
Great Lakes
Edited by Philipp Meuser  
and Adil Dalbai
456 pp., 700 images
978-3-86922-086-4
€38/$49.95

Architecture in Asmara 
Colonial Origin and 
Postcolonial Experiences 
Edited by Peter Volgger 
and Stefan Graf
480 pp., 160 images
978-3-86922-487-9
€28/$39.95

A Modernist Jewel 
The Eritrean capital of 
Asmara, perched on a desert 
mountaintop above the Red 
Sea, was lavishly furnished 
with buildings in the style 
of futurism and razional-
ismo (the Italian variety of 
classical modernism) under 
Mussolini’s rule. In 2017, it 
became the first modernist 
city to be listed in its entirety.

An Antique Stage
To this day, the remains of two 
ancient civilisations – Carthage and 
Rome – can be found in Tunis and its 
surroundings. Some of these sites 
are still quite vibrant, for example, the 
second-century Roman Theatre and 
Odeon of Carthage, where the city is 
once again hosting the International 
Festival of Carthage this year after a 
two-year Covid break. The star guest 
is Balti, Tunisia's most popular rapper.

A False Minaret
The famous lighthouse of Egypt’s 
second largest city, one of the Seven 
Wonders of the World, was likely the 
first building of its kind in the world. 
Alexandria's al-Gomrok district is 
currently home to another interesting 
lighthouse, though it has not been 
around for a long time. Built in the 
Islamic style, the octagonal Kom 
al-Nadoura Lighthouse from 1926 
looks confusingly like a minaret.

A Surprising Deja-vu
Measuring 140 m in length and 10 m 
in width and resting on a system of 
pillars, the African Cité Radieuse in 
Brazzaville, capital of the Republic of 
the Congo, was designed in 1950 by 
four followers of Le Corbusier. It once 
served as an Air France Housing Unit 
and comprises 63 dwellings, most of 
which are now rented to families of 
Congolese officials.

An Inspiring Transformation
An exceptional example of how places 
can be reprogrammed, South Africa’s 
Constitutional Court from 2004 
stands on the site of  Johannesburg’s 
former main incarceration facility. 
The broken bricks that clad the wall 
behind the judge’s bench were taken 
from the demolished Isolation Block. It 
illustrates South Africa’s transition in 
an architectural nutshell.



Izmir’s City Hall
For decades, it embodied a city that is 
considered by far the most liberal and 
progressive in Turkey. Then came the 
damage from the devastating earth-

quake of 2020, which is now being used 
to justify its demolition. An obituary to 

a piece of modern Turkish history.

Text: Björn Rosen
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Konak Square with the city hall and the clock tower from 1900 (left), photographed in 2005.
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Its epicentre was near the Aegean island 
of Samos, but the earthquake that struck 
on 30 October 2020 was most devastating 
70 kilometres (43 miles) to the northeast in 
Izmir, Turkey's third largest city, and the 
province of the same name, where nearly 
120 people died. Hundreds of residential 
and commercial structures were severely 
damaged or completely destroyed.
It also hit Izmir literally at its heart: The city 
hall on the central Konak Square was badly 
damaged. As a result, more than 1,000 em-
ployees of the administration had to move 
to temporary offices. Now, in the summer 
of 2022, it seems as if the earthquake was 
the beginning of the end for this always im-
portant, yet always controversial building, 
which every child in Turkey knows from the 
television news.
Together with the old Clock Tower in front 
of it, the Izmir Büyüksehir Belediyesi embod-
ied a city that has been considered by far 
the most liberal and progressive in Turkey 
for decades. This was also apt in that the 
building once stood for a radical architec-
tural departure from tradition. When it was 
built in the early 1960s, the no-longer-quite-
so-young, consolidated Turkish republic 
only looked forward. ‘The idea behind city 
hall was a modern building for a modern 
city,’ says Mehmet Çelik, author of our new 

architectural guide to Izmir (see below). 
Designed by architect Erhan Demirok in 
a brutalist style, columns and staircase 
recesses optically softened the massiveness 
of this huge, almost square building.
As elsewhere with similar structures, the 
concrete façade did not age well, and enthu-
siasm for the building faded. Even before 
the earthquake, there had been years of dis-
cussion about its future. With the damage 
caused by the natural disaster, the question 
finally became urgent: preserve or rebuild? 
Demolition has now begun, ‘against the op-
position of the local chamber of architects,’ 
says Çelik. The heavyweight from the 1960s 
is to be replaced by smaller buildings in the 
style of the old harbour facilities that once 
stood on the site, reminiscent of the time 
when Izmir was a multi-ethnic Ottoman 
metropolis called Smyrna. It is a return to 
the past, though one could also understand 
it as a healing of previous destructions.  ◊

      With over 8,000 years of history, Izmir is 
among the world’s  oldest cities. Our guide 
explores its diverse architectural  heritage 
through a selection of 265 buildings, among 
them the works of architects like Gustave 
Eiffel and  Bruno Taut. It also explains the 
region’s characteristic  architectural forms.

Izmir
Mehmet  Çelik
336 pp., 800 images
978-3-86922-574-6 (German)
978-3-86922-974-4 (English)
978-3-86922-874-7 (Turkish)
€38/$49.95
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A building collapsed as a result of the 2020 Aegean Sea 
earthquake in Izmir.
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Verona and Lake GardaVerona and Lake Garda
Sergey Nikitin-RimskySergey Nikitin-Rimsky
336 pp., 500 images, English336 pp., 500 images, English
ISBN 978-3-86922-090-1ISBN 978-3-86922-090-1
€38/$49.95€38/$49.95

Architectural Guides
These books allow you to have it 
both ways: journey into a new world 
from the comfort of your own home 
or carry along as a companion on 
trips all around the world. The con-
cise texts are not only descriptions, 
but also commentaries.

   Masterworks and Gems
A city that has existed for over 
2,000 years, Verona in northern Italy 
has a wealth of historic architecture, 
from ancient Roman masterworks 
such as the Arena to seventeenth- 
century neoclassical gems right 
through to inventive recent restora-
tions and adaptations. Through his 
considered selection of more than 
200  buildings, historian and socio- 
urbanist Sergey Nikitin-Rimsky pro-
vides a sometimes-irreverent look 
at sights that range from the well-
known to the more hidden. The book 
includes addresses and maps for 
ease of visiting and a further reading 
list for those who want to explore the 
area from home first.

14
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Ecuador
Architectural Guide
María Daniela 
Hidalgo Molina
190 pp., 150 images, 
English + Spanish
ISBN 978-3-86922-770-2
Publication: autumn 2022
€38/$49.95

    Architecture in a Highly Diverse Country
Located in the northwest of South America, 
Ecuador is one of the most geographically, 
topographically, climatically, and ethnically di-
verse countries on Earth. The capital Quito lies 
2,850  metres high in the Andes, while the larg-
est city, Guayaquil, can be found in the Pacific 
Coastal Plain, and the third most important city of 
Cuenca is located in a highland basin. This bilin-
gual guide offers architectural reviews of 120 rep-
resentative buildings in these three cities. Most of 
the structures date from 1900 to the present. The 
detailed descriptions are complemented by maps 
and an introductory essay. By reading the guide, 
you will not only be able to learn about the build-
ings included, but also about the symbolism and 
spirit that characterises them and therefore about 
the local culture and identity.

Shenzhen
Architectural Guide
Domenica Bona
288 pp., 580 images, English
ISBN 978-3-86922-265-3
€38/$49.95

    A City from Scratch
Founded in 1978 as one of the first 
Special  Economic Zones under 
Deng Xiaoping’s reforms, Shenzhen 
is a young city that was built from the 
ground up at a rapid pace. The first 
of its kind, this guide is conceived 
as an atlas. The pages are filled with 
more than 150 relevant buildings and 
places that constitute the physical 
palimpsest of modern China’s most 
famous foundational town. In addi-
tion to information on its political his-
tory and cultural geography, the book 
introduces the reader to Shenzhen’s 
kaleidoscopic architecture with the 
help of bilingual coordinates and 
geodata.
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FOCUS ON: CENTRAL AND EASTERN EUROPE

Tbilisi
Architectural Guide
Angela Wheeler
480 pp., 720 images, English
978-3-86922-628-6
Publication: autumn 2022
€38/$49.95

   Georgia’s Enigmatic Capital
Tbilisi architecture is a fantastically 
unreliable narrator. It is a Silk Road 
outpost with caravanserais newer 
than brownstone Brooklyn. Today, 
touts may peddle tours of ‘brutalist’ 
Soviet ruins, but one would be hard 
pressed to find many clear examples 
of the style. In short, architecture of-
fers perhaps the best guide to the 
myriad contradictions and conflict-
ing narratives of the city’s history. 
This book provides in-depth profiles 
of 126 buildings, themed guides to 
many others (sacred architecture, 
art nouveau, constructivism), and es-
says contributed by local scholars.
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    Building not only a City, but a Society
Chisinau, today the capital of the Republic 
of Moldova, has undergone tumultuous 
 changes under the successive political re-
gimes that marked the twentieth  century. 
Once part of the territory seized by the 
Russian Empire, it was integrated into the 
Romanian Kingdom during the inter war peri-
od, before being annexed by the USSR, like 
all of Bessarabia, and radically transformed 
into a socialist city. This guide, which in-
cludes building descriptions as well as es-
says, focuses on the latter period. The dis-
tinct urbanistic and architectural tendencies 
after the Second World War are reflected 
in its five segments: the Stalinist Empire, 
Soviet Modernism, Postmodernism, Soviet 
Brutalism, and the  Industrial City. Each re-
flects the essential  Soviet mandate to build 
not only a new city, but also a new society.
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Villa Wolf was located in what is now the western Polish town of Gubin and at the time 
belonged to the German town of Guben. This is one of the photographs Mies hastily 

 commissioned Arthur Köster to take at the beginning of 1927, before the building was 
completely finished (colour rendering by Hassan Bagheri, 2018). When Köster’s photo-
graphs appeared, they were overshadowed by Stuttgart’s Weissenhof housing estate, 

and shortly thereafter Mies’ Barcelona Pavilion and his Villa Tugendhat attracted attention. 
In any case, the more photogenic white modernism of Le Corbusier and Walter Gropius 

increasingly asserted itself over darker brick buildings. No professional interior photo-
graphs of Villa Wolf were ever taken. Unfortunately, the building was severely damaged 
at the end of the Second World War and its ruins were gradually demolished in the years 

that followed. The all-important floor plans were only redrawn and published decades 
later. Only then did it become clear that it was here that Mies first implemented the open 

spatial connections that had made his drawing for a brick country house so well known. 
Now, a re-evaluation process has started, which culminates in our book Villa Wolf in Gubin 

(see page 23) and a  reconstruction project that is currently under discussion.
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When Mies was commissioned to design 
Villa Wolf in 1925, he had built only 10 con-
ventional residential buildings since his 
career began with Riehl House in Potsdam 
Babelsberg 17 years earlier. However, since 
1922, he had established himself as a lead-
ing voice in avant-garde circles through a 
series of five visionary studies of building 
types and materials, which were widely 
published and exhibited at the annual 
Great Berlin Art Exhibitions in 1922, 1923, 
and 1924 (two glass skyscrapers, a concrete 
office building, and country houses out of 
concrete and brick). During those three 
years, there was a noticeable difference 

between Mies’ courageous visions on  
paper and the reality of his conventional 
buildings, such as the Kempner, Mosler, 
and Urban villas. A colleague called this 
his ‘dualism’. 
The path from his customary  conventional 
houses to his first executed modern 
building, Villa Wolf in Guben, unfolded in 
three steps. In the summer and autumn of 
1923, Mies and his school friend Gerhard 
Severain made a first attempt at building 
a modestly modern house in Wiesbaden, 
with a flat roof, corner windows, and open 
spatial relationships on the ground floor. 
The central hall was connected to two 

Mies van der Rohe’s
Breakthrough to

Modernity
War and destruction caused Villa Wolf, built 

between 1925 and 1927, to be largely  forgotten. 
Yet this building, which is now to be rebuilt, 
is a key work by the German-born architect. 
He used it to apply new spatial and formal 

concepts, creating a building of 
exemplary, almost didactic clarity.

Text: Dietrich Neumann

ESSAY



alcoves and a glass-enclosed winter garden. 
The size and room allocation of the in-
conspicuous house corresponded to Riehl 
House of 1908. Construction ceased due 
to economic difficulties at the end of 1923 
before the building was finished, leaving a 
very unphotogenic structure awaiting com-
pletion, which did not happen until a new 
owner came on board four years later.
At the Great Berlin Art Exhibition in the 
summer of 1924, Mies presented the last 
of his five visionary projects, a ‘Country 
House in Neubabelsberg’ (also called ‘Brick 
Country House’), where he had for the 
first time, he explained, ‘abandoned the 
previously customary principle of spatial 
enclosure and aimed for a sequence of 
spatial effects instead of a series of indi-
vidual rooms. The wall loses its defining 
character and only helps to structure the 
house’s organism’. The floor plan of this 
project emphasised the continuous spatial 
connection of several living rooms and 
utility rooms between two massive chim-
neys. A staircase led to an upper floor, 
which probably contained bedrooms. The 
widely published design brought Mies his 
greatest critical success to date, which may 
have encouraged him to continue work-
ing in this direction. The abstract lines of 
the floor plan reveal the influence of the 
Dutch De Stijl group and the art of Theo 
van Doesburg and Piet Mondrian. Yet Mies 
also was interested in contemporary Dutch 
residential architecture, which was widely 
discussed and published in Germany, 
for example, in Heinrich de Fries’s 1924 
book Moderne Villen und Landhäuser. That 
book had opened programmatically with 
Willem Dudok’s Villa Sevensteyn in The 
Hague, completed in 1921. It is hard to 
overestimate the influence of this building 
on Mies’ Villa Wolf in Guben. The brick 
building with a flat roof is staggered in 
an irregular cubic pattern. Single rowlock 
brick courses on window lintels and rail-
ings as well as multi-layer rowlocks on the 

edge of the roof show the careful detailing. 
The unusually large windows do not have 
shutters. The flat roofs serve as terrac-
es, corners are marked by recesses, and 
concrete slabs projecting without supports 
serve as canopies.
Mies was given a first opportunity to 
design a truly modern house on 3 January 
1925, a year after a colleague had noted his 
‘dualism’ – the conceptual gap between 
his visionary designs and his building 
practice. The client, Walter Dexel, was a 
prominent painter and designer and the 
director of the Jenaer Kunstverein (‘Jena 
Art Association’). Dexel immediately let 
Mies know that his father-in-law (who was 
to pay for the house) had set strict time 
limits for the design phase and planning 
applications – the house had to be ready 
for occupancy on 1 October ‘for business 
reasons’. Mies produced eight sheets of 
sketches at the first meeting with Grete 
and Walter Dexel, but then seems to have 
suffered from a creative block, and he nev-
er responded to the increasingly desperate 
inquiries from the clients. Perhaps it was 
the distraction of an upcoming skiing 
holiday in Switzerland in February, or 
maybe it was the tight time frame of the 
project that kept him from making pro-
gress on the design. ‘The project has to be 
good, otherwise I won’t release it,’ he had 
announced at the first meeting. Mies knew 
that after the spectacular success of his 
visionary designs, expectations for his first 
modern building were high. In addition, 
Jena was a city in the focus of modernity. 
Walter Gropius and his colleague Adolf 
Meyer had fundamentally modernised the 
city theatre in 1921/1922 and completed a 
modern, flat-roofed, cubic house for the 
Jena physics professor Felix Auerbach in 
November 1924. This meant that Mies was 
exposed to a direct comparison. While 
nothing came of the project in the end, we 
can at least use Mies’ few early sketches 
to decipher a modern cubic building and 
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Before and after Villa Wolf: Mies van der Rohe’s Villa Kempner 
(1921 – 1923; above) and Villa Esters (1927 – 1930; below).
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the Dutch influence. It is possible to spot 
a studio wing as an independent cube, a 
sequence of recesses in the façade, and a 
central chimney. 
Erich Wolf was a luckier client than Walter 
Dexel. He had approached Mies around the 
same time, at the end of January 1925. Mies 
came for a second site visit in April 1925 
and then developed the plans over the fol-
lowing six months. East of Berlin, the small 
and little-known industrial town of Guben 
with a population of 15,000 at the time 
(Jena had 52,000) may have struck Mies 
as more sympathetic to an experiment in 
modern architecture than the limelight 
of Jena. Above all, Ernst Wolf was ulti-
mately a more patient client than Dexel’s 
father-in-law. 
The radical shift that had taken place in 
Mies’ approach to design by this point 
can best be understood by comparing 
Villa Wolf in Guben with Villa Kempner 
(1921 – 1923), which had inspired the Wolfs 
to contact Mies. The details of both build-
ings show Mies’ enjoyment of brick as a 
modular building material. Villa Kempner, 
though, faced the visitor with a conven-
tional, symmetrical façade, with its central 
entrance flanked by two stories of vertical 
windows. Above it sat a high hipped roof 
with dormer windows. The ground floor 
contained the usual suite of rooms of a 
bourgeois villa, made up of a study, library, 
music room, and dining room – connected 
on an axis with central doors allowing a 
continuous, linear perspective through the 
entire sequence. The kitchen was in the 
basement, and a small lift took the food to 
the preparation area. The family lived on 
the first floor while the servants resided in 
the attic.
The fact that Mies succeeded in convinc-
ing the clients, who had envisioned a cosy 
residential house with a hipped roof and 
a central entrance like Villa Kempner, of 
his new concept, speaks for its stringency 
and Mies' power of persuasion. Instead of 

21
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With Villa Wolf, Mies presented a radical reinterpretation of the upper-class residential building: an open, diagonal 
sequence of rooms on the garden side, with the cubically-towered areas of the utility rooms and bedrooms next to it.
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a symmetrical, representative façade with 
a hipped roof facing the street, the visitor 
was greeted here by a forbidding, cubic 
composition whose entrance was barely 
visible – hidden to the side under a flat 
cantilevered balcony. The predominance 
of conventional forms and spatial relation-
ships had given way to a radical function-
alism, which, admittedly, came with its 
own formal conventions. It is tempting to 
assume a connection between Mies’ break-
through to modernity at Villa Wolf and  
the beginning of his relationship with  
Lilly Reich in the summer of 1925. Lilly 
Reich was strong-willed and assertive and 
may have given Mies the confidence to fi-
nally overcome the dualism that his critics 
had noted. 
In Guben, Mies thoroughly rethought the 
typical arrangement of a bourgeois home. 
Instead of lining up the rooms according 
to an overarching formal-symmetrical 
concept, as he had previously done, here 
they are grouped according to their func-
tions and made legible. A single-storey 
wing facing the garden contained a series 
of interconnected rooms – their functions 

comparable to the traditional bourgeois 
suite in a conventional villa or large Berlin 
apartment with a library, music room, and 
living and dining rooms. Here, however, 
the rooms were offset in such a way that 
they merged diagonally into one another. 
Inside, protruding walls controlled and 
guided the visual connections. The view 
from these four rooms outside went over 
the paved terrace with its sunken planting 
bed to the south-east over the Neisse valley 
below and to the city with the prominent 
spire of the Stadtkirche. There was a spa-
cious roof terrace above.
The adjoining two-storey block contained 
the entrance area and family rooms, and 
finally a three-storey block contained the 
kitchen, ancillary rooms, and the servants’ 
quarters. The stair tower of the servants’ 
wing protrudes boldly from the adjacent 
block. A small storage room off the kitch-
en – an obvious afterthought, only revealed 
in the plan after a late amendment – is 
simply added as a separate cube. Mies 
distinguished the different areas by their 
room heights: the representative wing had 
a ceiling height of 3.1 metres; the adjoining 
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Ludwig Mies van der Rohe
Villa Wolf in Gubin. 
History and Reconstruction
Edited by Dietrich Neumann. 
With contributions by Ivan Brambilla, 
Annegret Burg, Florian Mausbach, 
Therese Mausbach, Fritz Neumeyer, 
Lars Scharnholz
176 pp., 170 images,
ISBN 978-3-86922-819-8 (English)
ISBN 978-3-86922-594-4 (Polish)
Publication: autumn 2022
€28/$39.95

This volume presents the history of the villa and documents the recent 
excavation of the basement as well as the graphic reconstruction.

entrance area had the same height, and 
the bedrooms above had a ceiling height 
of 2.8 metres. There were different ceil-
ing heights in the kitchen and staff wing: 
2.7 metres on the first floor, 2.6 metres on 
the second, and 2.5 metres on the top floor. 
This complicated the horizontal connec-
tion between the family wing and the 
servants’ wing on the first floor, requiring 
additional steps. (Mies never worked with 
different floor heights again.) The house 
has many different window sizes and pro-
portions from two floor-to-ceiling open-
ings in the living room to a ribbon window 
under the kitchen ceiling.
Mies presented the materials and struc-
ture in a similarly programmatic manner: 
radiant white mortar highlighted the 
supporting bricks, two demonstratively 
heavy concrete beams of different thick-
nesses carried the canopy to the garden, 
and a thinner projecting balcony slab 

surrounded the front corner and protected 
the entrance area. The windows, which 
were of many different formats, were not 
partitioned as usual, but had large vertical 
panes of glass. The clarity of the division of 
the building into its three functional areas 
is unparalleled in Mies’ work. Never before 
or since had it been so devoid of formal 
considerations. Only a year earlier he had 
declared: ‘Form is not the goal, but the 
result of our work.’   ◊

Dietrich Neumann (b. 1956) is Professor 
of Modern Architectural History at Brown 
University in Providence, USA, and Director 
of the John Nicholas Brown Centre for Public 
Humanities and Cultural Heritage. He was 
trained as an architect and historian in 
Munich and London (AA). The text above is an 
abridged excerpt from his contribution to the 
book ‘Villa Wolf in Gubin’ (see below), which 
he also edited.
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Constructing the
Socialist Way of Life
Inha Jung
240 pp., 201 images, English
978-3-86922-686-6
Publication: autumn 2022
€28/$39.95

Timeless works and contribu-
tions to contemporary debates: 
Our series on the history and 
theory of architecture serves as 
a platform for both established 
authors and young researchers.

    What Architectural Drawings 
Reveal about North Korea
Housing and urban planning con-
stitute a key element of the material 
foundation of North Korea. In the 
post-war era, the country attempted 
to socialise all types of living spac-
es based on political ideology, from 
small apartment rooms to urban set-
tings. The idea that North Korea’s 
political forces are brainwashing 
their people is, as the testimonies of 
many defectors reveal, superficial. 
Exploring domestic culture and  daily 
life, this book aims to capture the  
actual lives of North Koreans, who 
have largely supported the unique 
political system of the country. To 
this end, it uses drawings, maps, and 
diagrams obtained from various ar-
chives. While these are neutral forms 
of communication, they also convey 
the actual intentions of North Korean 
architects and planners hidden be-
hind the claims of political leaders.

More on this topic:

Pyongyang
Architectural Guide

Philipp Meuser
368 pp., 450 images, English

978-3-86922-187-8
€38/$49.95

Recent high-rise buildings 
for the elite in North Korea's 
capital, Pyongyang
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From cave settlements
to motorways and dams:
contemporary postcards 
document the arrival of

modernity in southern Italy 
from the 1950s to the 1980s.
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Geschichte der Innenarchitektur  ... -622-4 
Heimat auf Trümmern ........................... -114-4 
Heinz Graffunder  .................................. -888-4 
Hochhaus und Gemeinschaft ........... -661-3 
Humane Städte....................................... -587-6 
Jakow Tschernichow  ........................... -280-6 
Kopfgeburten .......................................... -353-7 
La Préfabrication en URSS (fr) .......... -712-2 
Matera Moderna (ger+it)  .................... -826-6 
Megastrukturen ...................................... -248-6 

Modernity and Durability (en)  ........... -700-9 
Moshe Zarhy (en) .................................... -340-7 
Nachdenken über  
 deutsche Baukunst  ..........................-754-2 
Neue Heimatkunde ............................... -663-7 
Neue Städte für Stalin ......................... -380-3 
Neuer Mensch,  
 neue Wohnung (ger/en) ..... -720-7/-721-4 
Originalton: Ludwig Mies van der Rohe  
 (ger/en) ..................................... -103-8/-767-2 
Pekka Pitkänen (en)  ..............................-744-3 
Philosophisches Entwerfen  ............. -385-8 
Rudolf Wolters......................................... -765-8
Rural Utopia and Water Urbanism ..-505-0 
Sergey Chernyshev (en+ru)  ...............-314-8 
Shrinking Cities in Romania (en)   .................  
 2 volumes 48€  .................................... -372-8 
Sozgorod und die Planung  
 sozialistischer Städte   ....................-641-5 
Space Architecture (en) ....................... -664-4
Space Race Archaeologies (en) ........-537-1 
Stadt und Planung  ............................... -075-8 
Stadtentwicklung und  
 Architektur in Czernowitz. ..............-718-4
Stalins Architekt (ger/en) ..... -807-5/-808-2 
The History of Architecture  
 (en/es) .......................................-713-9/-071-0
The Melkinov House ............................. -436-7 
The Morphology of the Times (en)  .. -309-4 
Theorie der Innenarchitektur .............-291-2 
Theorising Architecture in  
 Sub-Saharian Africa (en) ................ -081-9 
Urban Activism in Eastern Europe  
 and Eurasia (en).................................. -739-9 
Urban Ruins (en) ..................................... -708-5 
Von den Wunderkammern  
 zum Cyberspace ................................ -734-4 
Walter Benjamin ..................................... -469-5 
Wissenschaftliches Arbeiten in  
 Kunst, Design und Architektur .....-671-2 
Zoo Magdeburg ...................................... -889-1 
Zukunft des Kulturforums .................. -488-6 
Zwischen regionaler Moderne  
 und portugiesischem Stil................-159-5 
Zwischen Schloss und  
 Tempelhofer Feld .............................. -729-0 
Zwischen Sputnik und Ölkrise ......... -538-8

All available Basics titles

Title ISBN* Title ISBN*

The standard price is €28. All titles are softcover and have a format of 210 × 230 mm.
* Only the last four digits of the ISBN are given: 978-3-86922-[...].
If no language is indicated in brackets, the book is in German:  
en = English, es = Spanish, fr = French, it = Italian, ru = Russian.

And in the near future we are planning titles about …
… the region between Wroclaw (Poland) and Chisinau (Moldova) and its shifting identity.
… public humanities in architecture.
… the father of French mass housing, Raymond Camus.

Matera moderna 
La rivoluzione urbana nelle cartoline 

del Miracolo Economico
Ulrich Brinkmann

336 pp., 250 images, German + Italian 
978-3-86922-826-6 

€28/$39.95

The Multiplex Typology
Living in Kuwait’s Hybrid Homes
Alshalfan / Perez-Goicoeche / Alfraih
200 pp., 300 images, 978-3-86922-820-4 (en)
Publication: autumn 2022
€28/$39.95

In Kuwait, the villa exemplifies the in-
dividuality and wealth of the oil-rich 
nation and is one of the pillars of the 
social contract between citizen and  
state. However, housing provisions 
that were viable half a century  ago 
are no longer affordable today, nor 
sustainable for the future. This book 
examines a new type of hybrid hous-
ing that, at times, hides behind the 
façades of the single-family villa.
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ACADEMIC SERIES



Manuals
This series, with reference books 
for students and seasoned archi-
tects, offers everything needed for 
construction projects: exemplary 
models, practical information, and 
design inspiration.
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    Public Aquariums: More Popular than ever Before
As a result of the climate crisis and the extinction threat 
confronting species, public aquariums around the world 
are currently experiencing a boom. They are very complex 
buildings, from the design of the interiors to the elaborate 
technology. This is the first ever manual to systematically 
delve into public aquariums as an architectural typology. It 
examines the history, planning parameters, and a selection 
of ground-breaking buildings and structures in an interna-
tional context. It also documents 30 pioneering aquariums 
that set new standards.

Public Aquariums
Jürgen Lange,  
Natascha Meuser (eds.)
450 pp., 350 images, 
English
978-3-86922-756-6
Publication: autumn 2022
€128/$99.95

Touch pool at Aquamarine 
Fukushima, Japan
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       For Animals and People
Architect Natascha Meuser exam-
ines five generations of zoo buildings 
in order to show that the  architecture 
of zoos has always incorporated 
social values, fostering the coexist-
ence of humans and animals. This 
ground-breaking book includes 
30 pioneering zoo buildings and an 
in- depth analysis of 50 international 
zoos from the past 20 years as well 
as ten design parameters.

       Interior Design Thesis
This design  manual in German 
and English presents 50 inspir-
ing examples from the oeuvre 
of Carsten Wiewiorra, profes-
sor at the renowned Detmold 
School of Architecture and 
Interior Architecture, ranging 
from penthouses to museums. 
The practical part of the guide 
is complemented by seven 
theses on interior design.

Zoo Buildings
Natascha Meuser
552 pp., 900 images, English
978-3-86922-680-4
€128/$99.95

Innerarchitektur (Interior Design)
Carsten Wiewiorra
408 pp., 900 images, German + English
978-3-86922-364-4
€78/$89.95

All available Construction and Design Manuals
All titles have a format of 225 × 280 mm and are hardcover unless otherwise noted.
* Only the last four digits of the ISBN are given: 978-3-86922-[...].
If no language is listed, the book is in German: en = English.

Title ISBN* Price

Accessibility and Wayfinding (en) ..................................................................................-675-0 ...............€98
Aquarienbauten ....................................................................................................................-812-9 .............€128
Architectural Diagrams 2 (en) .........................................................................................-673-6 ...............€78
Architektonische Details  .................................................................................................-421-3 ...............€98
Arztpraxen ..............................................................................................................................-338-4  .............€98
Ausbaukonstruktion  ..........................................................................................................-715-3 ...............€48
Baukonstruktion und Bauphysik ..................................................................................-322-3 ...............€98
Childcare Facilities (en)  ....................................................................................................-731-3 ...............€78
  (German Version) ..............................................................................................................-707-8 ...............€78
Competition Panels and Diagrams (en) ......................................................................-456-5 ..............€78
Creative Engineering, Architecture, and Technology (en) ...................................-181-6................€78
Dementia-friendly Hospital Buildings (en) (softcover) ...........................................-778-8 ...............€38
  (German Version) ..............................................................................................................-716-0  ..............€38
Drawing for Landscape Architects 1 (en) ...................................................................-652-1 ...............€68
Drawing for Landscape Architects 2 (en) ...................................................................-653-8 ..............€68
Experimental Diagrams in Architecture (en) ............................................................-687-3 ...............€98
Feuerwehrbauten ................................................................................................................-764-1 ...............€98
Hospitals and Medical Facilities (en) ...........................................................................-674-3 ...............€98
Hotel Buildings (en)  ...........................................................................................................-331-5 ...............€98
  (German Version) ..............................................................................................................-330-8  .............€98
Innerarchitektur....................................................................................................................-364-3 ...............€78
Materials and Finishings (en) ..........................................................................................-726-9 ...............€98
  (German Version) ..............................................................................................................-363-6 ..............€98
Natursteinfassaden ............................................................................................................-210-3 ...............€78
Prefabricated Housing (en) (2 volumes in slipcase) .................................................-427-5 ...............€98
Prefabricated Housing  .....................................................................................................-021-5  ..............€78
  (German Version) ..............................................................................................................-419-0  ..............€98
Public Spaces and Urbanity (en) ...................................................................................-614-9 ...............€48
Quartiersendwicklung .......................................................................................................-870-9 ...............€78
Rational Design of Structural Building Systems (en) ............................................-733-7 ...............€48
School Buildings (en) .........................................................................................................-038-3 ..............€88
Signaletik in Gesundheitsbauten (softcover) ............................................................-208-0 ...............€38
Stadium Buildings (en) ......................................................................................................-415-2 ...............€88
  (Russian Version) ..............................................................................................................-465-7  ..............€88
Stadtplanung (softcover) ...................................................................................................-599-9...............€48
Zoo Buildings (en) ...............................................................................................................-680-4 ............€128
  (German Version) ..............................................................................................................-478-7 .............€128

Related title:
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Monographs
Whether it's lavishly equipped 
studies of history, architecture 
annuals, or biographies of famous 
architects: our bibliophile series 
features exceptional and exception-
ally beautiful books.

The Atlas of Space Rocket 
Launch Sites
Brian Harvey with Gurbir Singh
Edited by Paul Meuser
230 × 300 mm, 272 pp., 
500 images, English
978-3-86922-758-0
Publication: autumn 2022
€78/$99.95

 © JAXA

    Where Every Journey into Space Begins
Launch sites are almost magical places, well embedded in popular culture. Few people 
have not seen images of Cape Canaveral, but other sites are less well known. Some are 
well publicised, but hard to reach. Others are quite secret, with some virtually unknown. 
This is the first book to present all 25 major launch sites around the world, from  Wallops 
Island in the United States to Tanegashima in Japan and Woomera in Australia. Written 
by leading international experts, The Atlas of Space Rocket Launch Sites explains their 
architecture and geography, illustrated with exquisite drawings, maps, and photographs.

Topographic map 
of the area

Insides

Global 
location
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    Hong Kong’s Modernist Legacy
In the post-war decades, Hong Kong ar-
chitects embraced modern principles when 
forced to face its problems of housing 
shortages and limited budgets. With more 
than 300 buildings and ensembles docu-
mented, this book gives an unprecedented 
overview on the architecture of that trans-
formative period and is unique in combining 
photography, carefully researched back-
ground information, and academic essays.

Hong Kong Modern
Architecture of the 1950s – 1970s
Walter Koditek
With contributions by Cecilia L. 
Chu, Eunice Seng, Ying Zhou, 
and Charles Lai
448 pp., 850 images, English
978-3-86922-798-6
€78/$99.95

A Blessing in Disguise (en).............................................................................................-295-0 ....... €98
The Power of Past Greatness (en)........................................................................ ..........-205-9 ...... €68
  (German Version)  ....................................................................................................................-005-5 ...... €68
Architecture in Archives. The Collection of the Akademie der Künste (en) ..............-552-4 ....... €68
  (German Version)  ....................................................................................................................-492-3 ....... €68
Chörten in Nepal. Architecture and Buddhist Votive Practice in the Himalaya (en)-742-9 .....€148
Deutsche Botschaft Bamako (ger+fr) ................................................................................-806-8....... €28
Die Ästhetik der Platte.
Wohnungsbau in der Sowjetunion zwischen Stalin und Glasnost ................................-399-5 ....... €98
Die Bauhaus-Bande. Meister der Moderne. .......................................................................-480-0 ...... €48
 (Softcover)  ..................................................................................................................................-724-5 ....... €38
Die Tierwelten von Reiner Zieger .........................................................................................-825-9 ....... €48
Galina Balashova (ger/en/ru) ..................................................................................................-900-3....... €68
Hong Kong Modern (en) ...........................................................................................................-798-6 ....... €78
Le Corbusier .................................................................................................................................-476-3 ....... €58
Mies van der Rohe. Das kunstlose Wort. Gedanken zur Baukunst ...........................-264-6 ....... €48
Ordnung und Gestalt. 
Geschichte und Theorie des Städtebaus in Deutschland 1922 bis 1975 ...................-490-9 ....... €48
Soviet Modernism. Brutalism. Post-Modernism. 
Buildings and Structures in Ukraine 1955 – 1991 ...............................................................-706-1 ....... €78
Städtebau als Kreuzzug Francos .........................................................................................-527-2 ....... €98
Städtebau der Normalität ........................................................................................................-616-3  ...... €98
Städtebau für Mussolini ...........................................................................................................-827-3 .....€128
Städtebau unter Salazar ..........................................................................................................-528-9 ....... €98
Stadtplanung und Politik .........................................................................................................-073-4 ....... €48
The Cool and the Cold (ru) ......................................................................................................-251-6 .€39,80
The Nuclear Dream. The Hidden World of Atomic Energy (en) ....................................-080-2 ....... €98
  (German Version)  ....................................................................................................................-088-8 ...... €98
Treehouses (en) ...........................................................................................................................-736-8 ....... €58
  (German Version) .....................................................................................................................-189-2 ....... €58
Unfinished Metropolis ..............................................................................................................-249-3 ....... €48
  (German Version) .....................................................................................................................-241-7 ........ €48
Urbanity and Density in 20th Century Urban Design (en) .............................................-491-6 ....... €98
  (German Version)  ....................................................................................................................-321-6 ....... €98
Vom seriellen Plattenbau zur komplexen Großsiedlung ............................................-859-4 ....... €78

All available monographs

Title ISBN* Price

* Only the last four digits of the ISBN are given: 978-3-86922-[...].
If no language is listed, it is a German book: en = English, it = Italian, ru = Russian.
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PORTRAIT

Dana Pavlychko,
Publisher

She turned Osnovy, our partner publishing 
house in Kyiv, into a leading address for 

photography, design, and architecture in 
Ukraine. Now the war is forcing her and

her team to look for new directions.

Text: Damien Leaf

Support Dana Pavlychko and her team by ordering from the 
publisher’s online shop: osnovypublishing.com. 
You will find a selection of titles on the following double page.
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PORTRAIT

The name sounds surprisingly sober for a 
publishing house whose most successful 
series is the Awesome travel guides with pop 
art-style covers: Osnovy is the Ukrainian 
word for ‘basics’. While the DOM publishers  
partner publisher from Kyiv shares our pas-
sion for architecture and design, its history 
actually began with very different books. 
Founded immediately after the dissolution 
of the Soviet Union, Osnovy was known in 
the young independent Ukraine for clas-
sics such as Plato and Nietzsche – hence 
the name ‘basics’ – but also for its titles 
on macroeconomics and other academic 
disciplines. The change came when Dana 
Pavlychko took over the company from her 
mother and stepfather.
Born in 1987, Pavlychko studied public pol-
icy, economics, and international relations 
in Brussels and London and originally 
intended to become a civil servant. Instead, 
when she returned home, she revolution-
ised her parents' business step by step. ‘I 
myself am very interested in photography 
and design,’ she says. ‘And there was also 
an economic reason: beautiful books prom-
ised to sell better.’
The Awesome series was launched in 2012: 
it introduces Ukraine and its major cities 
(including Odessa and Lviv, for example) 
through short episodes on specific places 
and buildings, but also on people and food. 
Published in English, the books quickly 
became a bestseller among foreign visitors 
to Ukraine – and among Ukrainians search-
ing for gifts for foreign friends. They sold a 
total of 60,000 copies. Recent Osnovy pub-
lications include two immensely charming 
photo volumes on Ukrainian railroad ladies 
and Ukrainian balconies. The transforma-
tion from Aristotle to art went so far that 
the publisher even opened a bookshop/café/
bar in the centre of Kyiv.
This year would have been Osnovy's 30th 
birthday, but celebrations have been called 
off. The war changed everything from one 
day to the next: after the Russian attack, 

many of Osnovy's 20 or so employees had 
to flee to western Ukraine or abroad. Dana 
Pavlychko and her husband, a documentary 
filmmaker, together with their three chil-
dren – aged one, two, and four years old – 
found shelter in the Bavarian village where 
DOM publishers runs its warehouse.
So far, donations have ensured economic 
survival. Employees stay in touch via Zoom, 
and Osnovy is now even selling books again 
via its online shop. Amid all the painful 
news, they want to use this forced interrup-
tion to change the publishing house: ‘I'm a 
kind of cheerleader for the team at the mo-
ment. We are all trying to stay positive.’ One 
way to make a difference is to tune into the 
podcast that Osnovy has launched. Dana 
Pavlychko and a rotating cast of guests talk 
about what is happening in  Ukraine. It's 
avail able on Spotify and Apple Podcasts.
The collaboration between Osnovy and 
DOM goes back to 2017 when Pavlychko 
met publisher Philipp  Meuser of DOM at 
the Frankfurt Book Fair. This resulted in 
the joint book Decommunized: Ukrainian  
Soviet Mosaics. New joint projects are 

Dana Pavlychko with her husband and kids: After the 
Russian attack, the family fled to Germany.

Dana 
Pavlychko

currently underway – on 
the architectural history 
of Ukraine, and above all, 
on its future. ◊ 



WWW.OSNOVYPUBLISHING.COM

THE ART OF UKRAINIAN SIXTIES  $99
This book offers a closer look at one of the 
most interesting periods in Ukrainian 
Soviet unofficial art.

AWESOME KYIV  $22
Awesome Kyiv is everything  
you need to know about this 
fascinating city.

LIZAVETA HERMAN, OLHA BALASHOVA
ISBN: 9789665008552, PUBLICATION YEAR: 2020
NUMBER OF PAGES: 384, SIZE: 235 × 310 MM
COVER: SOFT, WEIGHT: 2.3 KG

TAMARA KRAWCHENKO, SVITLANA KOSTRYKINA
ISBN: 9789665008415, PUBLICATION YEAR: 2018 
NUMBER OF PAGES: 208, SIZE: 200 × 140 MM, 
COVER: SOFT, WEIGHT: 0.4 KG

ORDER DIRECTLY AT
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ORTHODOX CHIC  $39
A photography book of religious architecture 
in Ukraine made by Alex Bykov, Oleksandr 
Burlaka, and Sasha Kurmaz.

OSNOVY PUBLISHING  is an innovative publishing house that both 
grew with Ukrainian society and practically formed its reading habits. 

SALIUT `90 ISSUE  $19
SALIUT is a contemporary photography maga-
zine that serves as a platform for emerging and 
renowned Ukrainian artists.

ALEX BYKOV, OLEKSANDR BURLAKA, SASHA KURMAZ
ISBN: 9789665008545, PUBLICATION YEAR: 2020
NUMBER OF PAGES: 136, SIZE: 165 × 190 MM, 
COVER: HARDCOVER, DUST JACKET, WEIGHT: 0.5 KG

NADIIA CHERVINSKA, HANNA KOPYLOVA, HALYNA HLEBA
ISBN: 9789665006817, PUBLICATION YEAR: 2021
NUMBER OF PAGES: 464, SIZE: 230 × 300 MM, 
COVER: SOFT
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From Abu Dhabi to Warsaw
A peak behind the scenes at our publishing house: 

here's what we've been up to over the past few months.

Baku, Azerbaijan
Top of the slide: Our authors Heike Maria  
Johenning and Alp Gökalp met in the 
Azerbaijani capital in May.  Johenning has 
been closely connected to the city since she 
published a German-language architec-
tural guide to Baku in 2018, while  Gökalp 
was on a research trip for several weeks 
for his planned book Azerbaijan. Art for 
 Architecture. The slide that excited them is a 
fine example of the art that can be found in 
many public spaces in Baku, often display-
ing a mixture of Ottoman and Soviet influ-
ences.  Johenning, too, is planning another 
book with DOM: her architectural guide 
to Montreal is to be published in German, 
English, and French in 2023.  ◊

Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates
Germany was Guest of Honour at this year's 
Abu Dhabi Book Fair,  with DOM publishers 
represented as part of the delegation. Of 
course, the real star was our architectural 
guide to the United Arab Emirates, which 
was published a few years ago. It has recent-
ly been translated into Arabic and the Abu 
Dhabi-based publisher Kalima will release 
the book soon.  ◊

United Arab Emirates
Hendrik Bohle ∕ Jan Dimog

450 pp., 1090 images, English
978-3-86922-508-1

€ 48/$59.95
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Around the World
It's pink and it's very popular – 
and now you can even win books 
with our DOM bag. Next time you 
place an order in our online shop 
( dom-publishers.com), ask for a free 
bag. If you travel with it, send us a 
photo – for every picture we post 
on our Instagram account, we’ll 
reward you with one of our archi-
tectural guides. We have gathered 
some inspiring examples from 
various European cities here.  ◊

Hong Kong, China
At the beginning of 2022, Walter 
Koditek was invited to present his 
impressive façade photos (see p. 29) 
as part of an exhibition at the local 
Goethe Institute.   ◊

Warsaw, Poland
Our guide to Gdynia, Poland’s city 
of modernity on the Baltic Coast, 
by Justyna Borucka and Harald 
Gatermann received the award for 
Best Travel Publication 2022.  ◊

A DOM bag photographed
at Charles de Gaulle Airport in Paris, 
Stockholm, Nuremberg, and Valencia 

(clockwise). 
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Books Made by Architects

Catalogue 
Winter 2022/23

9 783869 228280

ISBN 978-3-86922-828-0


